
BASIC TRAINING: AD FRAUD 101
Ad fraud is the practice of serving digital ads that have zero potential to be viewed by human users.  

In the programmatic sector, it’s a jugular issue concerning marketers today. The openness that allows 
advertisers and publishers of any size to participate in the programmatic ecosystem also lets bad apples 

partake in and pollute the quality of the marketplace. The most challenging part? Everyone is a victim  
(even the consumer), and all the players in the ecosystem have a shared responsibility to fight it.

So before trying to optimize for viewability or other brand safety measures, marketers must address 
fraud when looking at the overall quality of their ad campaigns. A brand should demand clean inventory 
from the agency or publisher. And the agency should expect its demand-side platform (DSP) to have 

access to clean inventory. The DSP, meanwhile, should demand that exchanges pass through  
clean inventory. If left unchecked, ad fraud has the potential to poison everything. 

• Audit previously bought media for indicators  
of fraud. Find out if the tech you use has baked-in 
fraud detection. Search for unknown publishers  
in media reports and look for unexpected spikes  
in proxy metrics like CTR.  

• Monitor fraud vigilantly. Work with multiple  
vendors and consistently validate them.  
Actively monitor unfiltered open exchanges  
and create tiered inventory levels that minimize  
risk. Ensure your DSP/SSP monitors proactively.   

• Buy selectively. That’s why you should review  
domain-level data in the advertiser’s site analytics 
platform (like Google Analytics) to identify  
suspicious visitor patterns, review the source  
code of pages on questionable sites, or use 
third-party tools like DoubleVerify, Integral  
Ad Science, or Pixalate to do this for you.

BATTLE-TESTED 
BEST PRACTICES:

WAGING THE WAR 
AGAINST AD FRAUD
What You Need to Know to Protect Yourself

YOU CAN’T FIGHT AD FRAUD ON YOUR OWN
There are a variety of technology, tools, and tactics out there to use as your front-line defense.

      Pre-Bid Segments
Companies like comScore, Peer39/Sizmek, and  
Grapeshot offer targeting for fraud prevention,  
high viewability, brand safety, etc.  

      Verification Services
In terms of fraud detection vendors, DoubleVerify,  
Pixalate, and Integral Ad Sciences are all great options. 

      Private Marketplaces
These are privileged auctions that take place at a  
higher priority than the open public marketplace, but 
they are usually more trustworthy since they come 
from credible publishers. 

      Preferred Inventory Programs
These programs offer hand-curated inventory by the DSP 
that ensures the relationships between the publishers  
and exchanges are direct, and not intermediated or  
bundled with other unknown publishers.

LEVERAGE HIGH-CALIBER 
TECH AND PRODUCTS
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SPOTLIGHT



SEE SOMETHING, DO SOMETHING

TACTICS FOR TOTAL  
(AD FRAUD) DOMINATION 

TURN OFF CLICK-BASED OPTIMIZATION 
It’s easy for algorithms to get tricked by placements affected by high-CTR click fraud.

AVOID EASY-TO-FAKE CAMPAIGN GOALS
Avoid using the following as campaign goals: impressions, clicks, and click-through rates. 

EMBRACE DEFENSIVE BUYING TACTICS 
Avoid unmonitored open exchange buying and prioritize business metrics over meaningless proxies.

What to do when you come across a suspicious site:

Centro is unifying digital advertising. It originated with a platform for direct order automation to streamline every  
aspect of a transaction between an advertiser and publisher and now works with more than 2,000 agencies.  

In 2013, Centro acquired SiteScout to incorporate RTB and exchange buying into its technology.  
Visit www.centro.net for information. 

ABOUT CENTRO

To learn more about combating ad fraud, reach out to Tom Burg, VP of Product Marketing, at Tom.Burg@Centro.net.

Implement these strategies to ensure you come out on top against ad fraud:

Navigate to the  
publisher website.  
Ask yourself, does  

it look legit?  
Perform some basic  

due diligence.  
 

Some telltale  
signs include:  

articles with no authors  
(or fake authors),  

no contact information, 
no “About Us” page  

(or generic text on it), 
poorly written articles,  
no logo or poor-quality 

logo, etc. 

Run through tools  
like SimilarWeb to  
help you discover  
the most important  

traffic insights  
for the website.  

Look specifically for 
where it receives  
upstream traffic.  

 
A dead giveaway  

of fraud, specifically  
shady inventory, are  
pay-per-view (PPV)  

networks. 

Add to this numerous  
other forms of fraud, such as 
automatic meta-refresh (shady 

gray hat tactic), ad stacking 
(black hat with zero viewability), 

massive bounce rates, etc.  
and you basically have a  
black hole for ad spend.  

 
That’s why you should  

review domain-level data  
in the advertiser’s site  

analytics platform (like Google 
Analytics) to identify suspicious 

visitor patterns, review the 
source code of pages on  
questionable sites, or use 

third-party tools like  
DoubleVerify, Integral  

Ad Science, or Pixalate  
to do this for you.

You have to imagine that  
if bad apples can pull this  
off for one niche website, 

they would naturally want to 
expand to other niches and 
scale their operation. Find 

fingerprints to uncover bigger 
operations. For example, look 
for something generic like an 

“About Us,” and conduct a 
Google search for  

that phrase.  
 

You might discover huge  
networks of such sites that 
simply copy-and-pasted the 

same boilerplate text for  
their “About Us” pages.

STEP 1: 
GATHER FIRST  
IMPRESSIONS

LOOK 
UPSTREAM

STEP 2: 
IDENTIFY  

BAD BEHAVIOR
 FIND  

FINGERPRINTS

STEP 3: STEP 4: 


